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other, as you chant Har,2WXVMOMRKXLIYTTIVTEPEXI[MXLXLIXMT
of the tongue and pulling in the navel with each movement.
Eyes: The eyes are focused on the tip of the nose.
Time: Continue for 11 minutes.

To end: Inhale deeply, hold tight for 25 seconds as you
QIRXEPP]WUYII^I]SYVWIPJ 7LVMROXSFVMRK]SYVWIPJMRXSXLI
Posture: 7MX MR )EW] 4SWI1 with a straight spine (or in a capacity of being zero (shuniya) under all circumstances.
GLEMV[MXLFSXLJIIX¾EXSRXLI¾SSV 8YGOXLIIPFS[WRI\X Imagine you are just a central line and the two sides of your
to the ribcage and bring the forearms vertical, palms fac- body have squeezed into the central line for the length and
MRKJSV[EVH /IITMRKXLI.YTMXIV JSVI½RKIV ERHXLI7EXYVR breadth of the spine only. Exhale. Inhale deeply again, exhale.
QMHHPI ½RKIVWWXVEMKLXERHXSKIXLIV JSPHXLIXLYQFWSZIV Inhale deeply again, hold tight for 20 seconds and reduce
XLIVMRKERHTMRO]½RKIVWSJFSXLLERHW
the body by “self-hypnosis” to the strength of the length and
only the breadth of the spine. Exhale. Inhale deeply again,
Motion and Mantra: From the beginning position with
hold tight for 10 seconds. Self-hypnosis is a very powerful
the palms facing forward, rotate the hands 90 degrees, so
thing. Exhale. Inhale deeply and release the breath. Inhale
they are facing each other. In a steady rhythm, repeat this
deeply and release. Finally, inhale deeply to full strength and
motion, facing the hands forward and then towards each
LSPHXMKLXJSVWIGSRHWEWMJ]SYEVINYWXSRIWXMGOX[SERH
1 A comfortable cross-legged sitting position
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2 The ‘a’ is as the ‘u’ in ‘up’ and the ‘r’ is rolled so it almost sounds like a
‘d.’
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“Let us see what we can do tonight to energize our center of
courage, our superconscious. The word superconscious, which
]SYQE]RSX½RHMRXLIHMGXMSREV] MWE[SVH[LMGL[MPPFI
used after a thousand years. Unconscious, subconscious, and
there is a beautiful thing called superconscious. How do we
HIZIPST XLEX# -X´W E GSQFMREXMSR SJ MRXIPPMKIRGI GSRWGMSYWness, and courage.” Yogi Bhajan

